Introduction. Let X be a smooth projective absolutely irreducible curve over Fq, k the field of rational functions on X, W its adele ring. We denote the completion of k at v by kv, the ring of integers of kv by Ov and the order of its residue field by qv. Put 0 = Hv Ov. Fix a prime number 1 which does not divide q.
= Ofor allx E GL(2, t).
Note that so is uniquely defined by formula (3) and the condition sO(ux) = so(x) for u e GL(2, 0). As V -W, the space {f E VIVvTvf = tvf, Uvf = u vf} has dimension 1 and is generated by the functionf whose restriction to the set of upper triangular matrices is given by (2) and (3). We have (4) 3) The restriction of R ls*5nK to ZnK is equal to zero. Proof. a) Suppose S is the spectrum of a field. If the statement to be proved holds for a subsheaf 9' C 9 and for 9/9', then it holds for 9.
. hr'. It is easy to deduce from this fact that there exists an automorphism -y of or such that h' = 7y(h). Therefore M -M', whence it follows that a*Co -CO'. D Since P(C') is V-isomorphic to V X Ufor some scheme Uover Fq, the morphism P(C(0') -+ V is locally acyclic ([4], p. 243, Corollary 2.16). It follows from this fact and Proposition 3.2 that the morphism P(C)
Therefore, it suffices to consider the case when there are no non-trivial subsheaves in 9. In this case the statement is obvious. b) Now let us consider the general case. We may assume S to be affine. In this case g can be represented as a quotient of 4k XS (for some k). Therefore it is enough to consider the case S = Quotr(Oxk). A standard argument shows that QUotr((9xk) is smooth. Therefore a function on QUotr(Oxk) is uniquely defined by its values at the points of QUotr(o xk). Thus, we have reduced the general case to the already studied case when S is the spectrum of a field. So we have obtained a contradiction, which proves the theorem.
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